
Garud IT training 

A Sanskrit Teacher with a Difference 

 

Figure 1 Radha, a  Sanskrit teacher, hopes to teach Computers soon 

Radha Kandpal, 25, commutes ten kilometers every day to a government High school as Assistant 

Teacher, teaching Sanskrit, the ancient classical Indian language. However, her interest is in computers 

and she hopes to teach computer science someday to her avid students. This employment obviously is a 

temporary arrangement for her: she is saving money for further education and opportunities in life. 

Besides parents, she has a grandmother and a brother who has done B. Tech and is looking for a job. Her 

family are marginal farmers, from Matena village near Garud; She did B. Ed in 2013 and MA in 2015. In 

2016, she did a two-month course in Basic Computers at The Himalaya Trust, IT training center at Garud. 

She quickly followed it up with a six-month course in Tally, at the same center.  

She liked the individual attention given to each student and the vibrant atmosphere of teaching and 

learning. The trainers insisted on discipline but were very supportive of students who had difficulties 

initially. The power back up is available and the computer hardware is in good condition. Above all, the 

trainings were free – initially she could not believe it.  

The training at THT center has taught her one more thing about teaching and learning: serious concepts 

can easily be explained with a little fun - at no cost to overall classroom discipline. Soon after the Tally 

course, she learned about this vacancy for an assistant teacher at Government High School, Kot Fulwari, 

Dangoli (near Garud). She was accepted, and her salary, to her surprise, was Rs 15,000 per month. Her 

family is happy but she does not see it as the be all and end all in her life. Her plans are to do more short 

term specific IT courses and to teach computers in schools in Garud valley, where she was born and 

brought up.  



However, some of the obstacles to her dreams are: government schools rarely have a dedicated 

computer teacher. A Math or Science teacher is often coopted to play the role of computer teacher as 

well, after a short training! Secondly, hardware is rarely updated or repaired. Half the computers may 

not be working at a given time. Finally, if everything is working, power supply may fail and there may be 

no reliable power back up. Radha hopes to contend with these difficulties successfully.  

 

Plan A and Plan B 

 

Figure 2  Suman Pandey, learns and teaches computers  

Suman Pandey, 20, from Matena village, near Garud, comes from a family of 3 daughters and one son. 

She is the youngest child. She is currently doing her BA final year with Hindi, Sanskrit and Political 

Science – but not as a regular student. So, with time to spare, she has enrolled for the Computer 

Hardware course at THT IT training center at Garud, in Jan 2017. She had earlier done a 6 month Basic 

computer course from here after which, she taught Basic computers at a local government school for 

about five months at a stipend of Rs 3000/- per month. It gave her a taste and an idea as to what IT skills 

could do for students like her. 

Her interest in computers is so sincere that even when MS Access was not a part of Basic computer 

course, she learned it with some help from the teacher. It did not come naturally. For example, she had 

tough time understanding Excel formulae and the concept of Debit/Credit in Tally. She has learned Tally 

(ERP-9) for about three months and hopes to learn it further, so that she can enter a Banking sector job 

in the near future. With that purpose in mind, she is learning Math from her brother and English too, 

from a teacher in her village, Matena. 



Suman believes that IT is a language which is going to be the lingua franca of the future. She also insists 

that sharing and teaching is the way to learn a complex skills like computers. So, she is teaching it to 

others freely in her village. She is not too worried about getting a job. She is sure that armed with Tally, 

Basic Computer & Hardware skills, she will easily get a teaching job at any of the private institutions in 

Bageshwar or Almora. These private institutions are notorious for giving students a smattering of IT but 

not the real practical skills- and that too for a substantial fee. But she is in no hurry and her goal is to get 

a good grounding in Hardware, networking and Tally, before she applies for jobs. So, her Plan A is a 

banking job and Plan B is being a Computer trainer near her home. 

 

Figure 3 Bhawna thinks that there is no end to computer learning 

Bhawna, 24, from Garsher village near Garud, is teaching Social Sciences and Computers since August 

2016, at a private High school – Vivekanand Vidya Mandir.  Before that, she was doing a Basic computer 

course at THT IT training center, Garud. Earlier, she had done B.Ed from Haldwani and on return to her 

village, her family encouraged her to enroll at the nearby IT center, run by The Himalaya Trust. She was 

impressed by all that she got to learn in the basic course- from MS Office to Tally – and now the center is 

starting classes on Adobe Photoshop too.  

She was surprised to get the job offer from the private school- but then, she also knew that the center 

from where she had completed her basic training, has quickly built up a reputation in this region. In her 

school, she has 15 fully functional systems and power back up. Her students, both boys and girls- are 

fond of asking questions. She encourages it. Sometime she has to buy time to google for answers. Many 

questions are about social networking sites. Bhawna has made it a point to emphasize on the students 

the negative aspect of these sites as well - and the big question of privacy: what to share online and 

what to keep private- and how.  



The IT training center, run by The Himalaya Trust at Garud (below), has expanded its offerings quickly 

over the last one year. But expectations too have continued to grow, leading to a situation where more 

skilled resource persons may be needed soon to meet this demand: like trainers with command over 

programming languages and data sciences. Another challenge is generating remunerative data entry 

work locally so that students can begin to earn early in their career and do not get side-tracked by the 

lure of other underpaid jobs.  

 

Figure 4 THT Computer Lab at Garud - A practice session with the trainer in the foreground  

 

 


